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A bit about us.
With Hyundai, you really can have it all.
Our company believes in pushing the
boundaries and challenging conventional
thinking. Our very name, “Hyundai”, stands
for modernity in the Korean language and
it is this one word that helps represent
everything we stand for. We don’t approach
vehicle development in a traditional way.
Our company is structured differently.
We think differently. We find the modern way.
It’s our mission to offer top quality, featurerich vehicles at an affordable price.
We offer elite quality through meticulous
design and painstaking craftsmanship. Our
three design centres in Korea, the U.S. and
Europe compete against each other to bring
you cutting-edge designs — designs that not
only look stunning but are also aerodynamic
and fuel efficient.
We are the only global automaker to
manufacture our own Advanced HighStrength Steel because, simply put, we just
weren’t satisfied with what was available.
We test our vehicles in areas like the Arctic,
our proving grounds in the Mojave Desert
and on Germany’s world-famous Nürburgring
circuit to deliver the durability and reliability
you demand. And not only do we package
our vehicles with advanced safety and
technology, we back all our vehicles with
one of the best automotive warranties in the
industry. This means you really can have it all,
quality and value together.

Sonata hybrid SUPERSTRUCTURE™ shown,
made with our Advanced High-Strength Steel.

Radically new.
The all-new Sonata hybrid changes the way you look at hybrids,
starting with its dramatic sports coupe silhouette. Topping the
list of hybrid system innovations is the new solar panel roof to act
as an additional charging source for the battery, to increase your
overall driving range, and the 6-speed automatic transmission
with our new Active Shift Control (ASC) technology. Designed
specifically for hybrid vehicles, ASC improves gear-shift efficiency
for improved driving dynamics and fuel economy. Wrapped in
an aerodynamic design, the all-new Sonata hybrid rides quieter,
smoother and more efficiently than ever before.

Solar panel roof
The all-new Sonata hybrid maximizes efficiency with the
new solar panel roof. When exposed to sunlight, the solar
panels create energy to charge the batteries and can
generate enough electric power to increase driving range
by approximately 1,300 kilometres per year*.

12.3" colour LCD gauge cluster
This next-generation cluster displays much more than just
vehicle speed — rich colourful graphics inform you about
hybrid energy flow, drive mode and much more. A single
switch makes it simple to scroll through the menu selection;
and when your turn signal is turned on, the Blind View
Monitor 1 will provide added perspective on the road by
streaming a live video of your blind spot within the cluster.

Hidden LED daytime running lights
Our engineers created an unmistakable lighting signature
unique to the Sonata family that incorporates the very latest
in lighting technology. Formed to the Sonata hybrid’s body,
the hidden LED daytime running lights appear chrome when
turned off, and then dramatically brighten when turned on.

Aerodynamic design.
The design of the all-new Sonata hybrid not only looks stunning, but also
delivers outstanding aerodynamics thanks to smart engineering details.
Its cross-hole grille can be easily overlooked but this unique-looking design
feature comes with highly innovative technology — active air flaps that are
designed to automatically open and close to balance the need for engine
cooling and improved aerodynamic efficiency. The integrated rear spoiler is
another small detail that plays a key role in reducing air turbulence, as does
the design of the alloy wheels. Each fractional improvement adds up to make a
big difference in the aerodynamic value, so that the all-new Sonata hybrid
rides more efficiently than ever before.

Standard 17" aero alloy wheels

Standard LED headlights

Standard premium full LED tail lights

An interior built
for comfort.
Many premium comfort features come standard to create the ultimate
driving experience. Heated front seats and a leather-wrapped heated
steering wheel help you embrace Canadian winters, and once temperatures
warm up, go from the comfort of heat to the cool satisfaction of ventilated
front seats. Pair this with the automatic climate control with three levels
of airflow intensity and the cabin really will be your oasis.

Standard heated
front seats

Standard heated
rear seats

Standard ventilated
front seats

Standard leatherwrapped heated
steering wheel

Standard
dual-zone automatic
climate control

8
Standard 8-way poweradjustable driver’s seat
with lumbar support

Technology that takes you further.
The all-new Sonata hybrid features proximity key technology with the convenience of remote
start, so you can warm up the cabin seamlessly on cold mornings. Step inside and access the
personalized profile settings for up to three drivers. Experience ultimate convenience with
driver’s seat and side mirror positions, multimedia, drive mode, Head-Up Display settings
and more, all stored and accessible at the press of a button. With the Head-Up Display
you can view key information like your speed, the speed limit, blind spot notifications
and navigation commands all projected within your line of sight for safer driving.

Standard proximity keyless entry with push-button ignition and remote start

Standard Head-Up Display

Connectivity at your fingertips.
Make the most of your drive with seamless connectivity offered by Apple CarPlay™∆ and
Android Auto™◊. The high-definition 10.25" touch-screen display offers intuitive smartphone
mirroring to access your favourite apps, as well as multiple viewpoints with the 360-degree
Surround View Monitor for ease in tight spaces. A Bose® premium 12-speaker sound system
provides the ultimate immersive experience for your favourite music.

Standard Bose® premium audio with 12 speakers

Standard 10.25" touch-screen display with Surround View Monitor and navigation system

Ω

Never get into a chilly vehicle again. Among a wealth of features, one of the best
offered with our BlueLink® technology is the convenience of starting your vehicle
remotely from your smartphone. You can even preset the cabin to your preferred
temperature, and turn on the heated steering wheel. Please see your dealer
for full service-level details.

The all-new Sonata hybrid is equipped with an impressive
suite of standard Hyundai SmartSense™ safety features to
provide you with added peace of mind. This includes our new
Highway Driving Assist with Highway Auto Curve Slowdown2
technology. When actively engaged with both Adaptive Cruise
Control with traffic stop and go and Lane Following Assist, this

semi-autonomous driving technology helps keep you centred
in your lane and travelling at a safe distance behind the vehicle
ahead, helps ensure you drive at the specified speed limit and
can also automatically slow down the speed of the vehicle
before entering a highway curve section for extra safety.

Standard features:

Forward Collision-Avoidance
Assist with Pedestrian
and Cyclist Detection

Blind-Spot
Collision-Avoidance
Assist

Rear Cross-Traffic
Collision-Avoidance
Assist

Lane Following
Assist

Lane Departure
Warning with Lane
Keeping Assist

High Beam
Assist

Driver Attention
Warning

Adaptive Cruise
Control with traffic
stop and go

Highway Driving Assist
with Highway Auto Curve
Slowdown

Blind View
Monitor

Surround View
Monitor

Parking CollisionAvoidance Assist
– Reverse

Parking Distance
Warning
– Forward / Reverse

Rear Occupant
Alert

6-speed hybrid
automatic transmission
with Active Shift Control
High-efficiency permanent
magnet electric motor
Regenerative brake system

How the hybrid system works:
The powerful electric motor is used alone for starts and low-speed driving. In this pure electric (EV) mode, the Sonata
hybrid produces zero emissions. Once the vehicle picks up speed or climbs uphill, the 2.0L Smartstream engine
automatically kicks in to work in tandem with the 38 kW electric motor. During mid- and high-speed steady driving,
the Sonata hybrid automatically switches between engine and electric propulsion modes depending on driving
conditions and the battery’s state of charge. During deceleration and downhill driving, the regenerative
braking system helps recharge the batteries by capturing energy that would otherwise be wasted.

Solar panel roof system

High-voltage lithium-ion
polymer battery

Start / Low Speed

Acceleration and Uphill

Mid / High Steady Speed

Deceleration or Downhill

Electric motor (EV mode)

Engine + Electric motor

Optimized mix of
Engine or Electric motor
based on conditions

Recharge

Specifications
Standard equipment includes:
Performance features:
• 2.0L GDI 4-cylinder engine with 38 kW electric motor
• 6-speed automatic transmission
• Button-type shift-by-wire gear selector
• Steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters
• Drive Mode Select
• Front Wheel Drive
• 17" alloy wheels with P215/55R17 tires
• Solar panel roof system
Interior features:
• 12.3" full digital display instrument cluster
• 10.25" colour touch-screen with navigation system
• Bose® AM/FM/SiriusXM™‡/MP3 premium audio
system with 12 speakers
• Wireless charging pad▼
• Android Auto™◊ and Apple CarPlay™∆
• Rear USB charging port
• USB/auxiliary connectivity
• Bluetooth® hands-free phone system with voice
recognition
• Head-Up Display
• BlueLink®Ω connected vehicle system

•P
 ersonalized user profile settings (primary, secondary
and guest)
• Interior ambient lighting
• LED interior illuminations
• Proximity keyless entry with push-button ignition
• Remote engine start on key fob
• Heated steering wheel
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel
• Leather seating surfaces
• Ventilated front seats
• Heated front seats
• Heated rear seats
• Driver’s Integrated Memory System for seat and side
mirror positions
• 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with lumbar
support
• 4-way power-adjustable front passenger seat
• 60/40 split-folding rear seats
• Dual-zone automatic climate control with autodefogging windshield system
• Electrochromic auto-dimming rearview mirror with
integrated HomeLink® transceiver

For more detailed specifications and information, please visit hyundaicanada.com or see your dealer today.

•P
 ower door locks
• Power windows with front auto-up/down and pinch
protection
• Rear-seat HVAC ducts (mounted in centre console)
• Sliding sunvisor with illuminated vanity mirrors
• Crash pad, artificial leather-wrapped with stitching
• Door trims, artificial leather-wrapped with stitching

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Beam Assist
Driver Attention Warning
Rear Occupant Alert
Rearview camera
Tire Pressure Monitoring System
Tire mobility kit
Airbags (9) – driver’s knee (1), front impact (2), front
seat-mounted side impact (2), rear passenger side
impact (2), front/rear side impact curtains (2)

Safety features:
• Blind View Monitor
• Surround View Monitor
• Highway Driving Assist with Highway Auto Curve
Slowdown
• Adaptive Cruise Control with traffic stop and go
• Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist with Pedestrian
and Cyclist Detection
• Lane Following Assist
• Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keeping Assist
• Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist
• Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist
• Parking Collision-Avoidance Assist – Reverse
• Parking Distance Warning – Forward / Reverse
• Electronic Parking Brake with Automatic Vehicle Hold

Exterior features:
• LED headlights
• Premium full LED tail lights
• LED daytime running lights
• LED integrated side mirror turn signal repeaters
• Automatic headlights
• Rain-sensing windshield wipers
• Aero wiper blades
• Acoustically laminated windshield
• Solar control glass
• Heated, power-adjustable side mirrors
• Glossy black side sill mouldings and skid plates
• Mud guards

Colours and wheels
Exterior colours♦
Hyper White

Midnight Black

Interior colours♦
Black interior with black
leather seats

Oxford Blue

Hampton Grey

Flame Red

Wheels

Dark grey and camel
two-tone interior with
camel-tone leather seats
Available with Midnight Black and
Flame Red exterior colours only

17" aero alloy
wheel

Accessories
Premium All-Weather Floor Liners

Premium All-Weather Cargo Tray

Plastic Hood Protector

Door Pocket Clear Film

Premium all-weather floor liners were
designed to cover the interior carpet
providing maximum protection against
the elements that other mats cannot offer.
Their unique and durable design features a
non-slip surface for added comfort and a
long-lasting premium look. Remove carpet
mats prior to installation.

Protect your interior cargo area with style.
This durable, custom-fit premium cargo tray
protects from spills and messy loads while
helping keep your cargo area looking new
for years to come.

Help prevent dents and scratches caused
by road and vehicle debris with an attractive
plastic hood protector.

A clear protective film that lies behind the
door handle to help prevent paint damage
to this commonly scratched area.

For more information on additional accessories, please visit hyundaicanada.com or see your dealer for details.
Exterior and interior colour options and/or availability may change without notice. Choice of interior colour is dependent on model and/or exterior colour selection. Colours shown are for reference only and may vary from the actual hue. Visit hyundaicanada.com
or see your dealer for details.

♦

5
5 YEAR/100,000 KM
Comprehensive Limited Warranty†

YEAR
WARRANTY

5 YEAR/100,000 KM
Powertrain Warranty

+8
YEAR

†

5 YEAR/100,000 KM
Emission Warranty

5 YEAR/UNLIMITED KM
Roadside Assistance Program††

8 YEAR/160,000 KM
Hybrid System†††

One of the best-backed warranties in Canada.
You will see that a number of our vehicles have received multiple awards from the most reputable third-party organizations,
so you can take their word when it comes to the quality of our vehicles. This quality is equally matched by the quality of our warranty.
We stand confidently behind our products to give you ultimate peace of mind with a 5-year/100,000 kilometre Comprehensive
Limited Warranty†. We also provide a 5-year/Unlimited kilometre Roadside Assistance Program†† featuring flat tire changing,
lockout service and more. Just one toll-free call away, 24 hours a day.

Hyundai Auto Canada Corp.
hyundaicanada.com

™/®The Hyundai name, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned or licensed by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp.. Specifications, features, illustrations, accessories,
materials and equipment and all other information shown in this brochure are based on the latest information available at the time of publication. Although descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. reserves the right to make any changes or modifications at any time, without notice or obligation, including, without limitation, in colour, specifications,
features, accessories, materials, equipment and models. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. All Hyundai warranties have no deductible. †Hyundai’s Comprehensive Limited Warranty coverage
covers most vehicle components against defects in workmanship under normal use and maintenance conditions. ††Hyundai’s 24-Hour Roadside Assistance Program is a limited service and does not
cover certain costs or expenses. Roadside Assistance is not a warranty. †††Hybrid System includes Hybrid Battery Pack Assembly, Hybrid Starter and Generator, Hybrid Power Control Unit, Auto Transmission
including Traction Motor. ΔApple CarPlay™ works with iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5 and later models running the latest version of iOS 7 and above. Apple CarPlay™ may not be available on all devices and
may not be available in all countries or regions. Visit www.apple.com for further details and any applicable limitations. Subject to app compatibility. Apple and Apple CarPlay are trademarks of Apple Inc..
◊
Android Auto™ is compatible with Android phones running Android Lollipop or newer. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and may not be available in all countries or regions. Additional apps
may be required. Visit www.android.com for further details and any applicable limitations. Subject to app compatibility. Android and Android Auto are trademarks of Google Inc.. ‡Vehicle is equipped with the
ability to access SiriusXM radio. Does not include subscription. The SiriusXM™ name is a trademark of SiriusXM Satellite Radio Inc.. ΩBlueLink® includes 3 years of service without charge. The BlueLink service
is available for new vehicle purchases and leases subject to the BlueLink subscription terms and conditions. Only use BlueLink and corresponding devices when safe to do so. Cellular and GPS coverage is
required. Features, specifications, and fees may vary by model and are subject to change. For more on details and limitations, visit hyundaicanada.com or your authorized Hyundai dealer. *As with any solar
panel, electricity generation will be impacted if panels are not exposed to direct sunlight. Up to 1,300 extra kilometres per year when exposed to 6 hours of sunlight daily. Additional drivable kilometres per day
may vary. Estimated additional drivable kilometres are not included in any NRCan mileage estimates. See Owner’s Manual for details and limitations. 1Blind View Monitor (BVM) assists driver in changing
lanes by providing a live view of the blind spots on either side of the vehicle and an audible alert if another vehicle is detected. Turn signal must be activated and other system limitations apply. Do not rely
exclusively on BVM. It is the driver’s responsibility to be aware of surroundings and ensure they are clear before changing lanes or directions. See Owner’s Manual for more information. 2Highway Driving Assist
(HDA), when used in conjunction with Lane Following Assist and Adaptive Cruise Control with traffic stop and go, is for highway use only and can help keep the vehicle centred in its lane while maintaining a
safe distance from the vehicle ahead only when the lane markings are clearly visible on the road and should not be used in poor weather, heavy or varying traffic, or on winding or slippery roads. HDA will not
work under all circumstances and will not prevent loss of control. Driver remains responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision. For HDA to maintain the posted speed limit of a highway, the system
must be set to the exact speed limit. Only select provincial and territorial highways will apply to this feature of the system. This feature of HDA will only function when the navigation map data is available and
is up to date for the highway that is being driven on. Driver remains at all times responsible for determining the correct speed limit and to abide by such speed limits, including in situations in which a speed
limit may be altered, but such change in speed limit is not recognized by the navigation system, such as in the cases of reduced speeds in construction zones or where posted speed limits have been recently
increased or decreased. Driver is responsible for maintaining the data of the navigation system up to date. See Owner’s Manual for further details and limitations. When equipped with Highway Auto Curve
Slowdown (HACS), HACS will reduce cruise control set speed as vehicle approaches a curve in the highway. HACS will only function when the navigation map data is available for the section of highway that
is being driven on. HACS may not function under all circumstances and on all highways and will not prevent loss of control. Driver remains responsible for controlling the speed of vehicle to avoid a collision or
other accidents. See Owner’s Manual for further details and limitations. ▼Not all devices will be compatible. See Owner’s Manual for further details. Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.. HomeLink® is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls Inc.. Bose® is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. All other trademarks and trade names are those of their
respective owners. Some images shown with special graphic effects.

